
 

NO.DGAC/EDP/20-21/90                                                                            19.07.2021 

 
              NOTICE INVITING  QUOTES 

 
Sealed quotations   are invited f rom authorized   vendors for  the supply  of 8 (eight)  

number of laptops  to this  office  on or before  26.07.2021. 

 
The successful vendor s h o u l d   deliver  the  laptops  to this office  on or before   

31.07.2021   (date not  extendable)   as per the following   specifications. 

S.No. Part Specifications 

1. Processor Generation 10 or Higher 

2. Processor Make Intel, AMD 

3. Types of Drives used to 

Populated the Internal Drives 

SATA 

4. Operating System(Preloaded) Windows 10 Professional with recovery medial CD 

5. RAM Size)GB) 8 

6. RAM(Expandability upto) 16 

7. Battery Warranty 6 months and above 

8. Display 1920* 

9. If Yes Resolution of Webcam HD 

10 Total HDD Capacity(GB) 1 TB or above 

11 Total SSD Capacity (GB) 256 Preferable 

12  Panel Technology any 

13 Carry Case Yes 

14 Optical  Drive                                                  NA 

15 Processor intel   core  i5 10210U  with   UHD Graphics,  1.6 GHz base 

frequency,   upto  4.2 GHz with  Turbo  Boost technology,   

6 MB L3 Cache, 4 cores, or AMD RYZEN 5 4500 U (6Cores) 

base   2.3  GHz  ,  max   boost   clock   4  Ghz)  Or   higher 

configuration 

16 Form  Factor Standard 

17 Processor Description Interlcore i5 or Ryzen 5 

18 Capacity of Each SSD 256 Preferable 

19 Wireless Connecitivity Yes 

20 Bluetooth Connectivity Yes 

21 Display Type Non Touch 

22 Availability of webcam 

integrated 

Yes 

23 Interanl speaker dual Yes 

24 Display Size 14” 

25 Warranty for Laptop 3 Years 

 

 

भारतीय लेखा परीक्षा और लेखा विभाग 

महाविदेशक का कायाालय (कें द्रीय ) 

म ुंबई - ४०००५१. 

टेलीफोि : (022) –2657 4300 /2657 4360 ; FAX: 2657 2451 

ईमेल: pdacentralMumbai@cag.gov.in 



 

The rates quoted will be inclusive of delivery, installation   and all taxes and levies. 

Vendors are requested   to ensure and submit   a certificate from   the Manufacturer    that the products 

offered, contain at least, a minimum of 20% domestic   value addition   which is non-negotiable and a 

must while opening of the quotes.   

In case the successful vendor   is unable to supply before the above date, the offer will be deemed to 

have been treated   as cancelled without   any further   communication    from this office to this effect.  

No further   correspondence    in this regard will be entertained. 

The successful   vendor   should   also be able to offer   additional    quantity    of the supplied hardware   

to the extent   of 50% of the supplied   quantity    at the same price and other   terms   and conditions   

of supply within   a stipulated   date. 

Payment will be made after successful delivery, installation   of the laptops to the satisfaction of this 

office. 

This office reserves the right to consider or reject any offer without   assigning any reason any time 

during or after completion   of the process and also the right to call for fresh quotes. 

For any other   clarifications, the   undersigned    may   be contacted    on 022-26574360     or edp-

pdacm@cag.gov.in   during working   hours from Monday to Friday. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                  Sd/- 

Dy. Director/EDP 

           

 

 

 

 

 

           

  


